
ACCEPTS 

Activities As difficult as it may seem, moving, even just a gentle walk or doing some simple work 
like tidying up the house is a way of distracting from temporary intense distress. 

Contribute Intense negative emotions often get us wrapped up in our own internal dramas. Move 
away from the  self-absorption involved in intense emotions by contributing to 
something outside of yourself.  This does not invalidate the pain and distress being felt, 
but simply redirects self-destructive energy in a healthy direction.  Getting involved 
with others and contributing to external causes can help one regain perspective when it 
seems like intense distress will never end. 

Compare During intense distress, it is easy to forget how much there is to be grateful for.  When 
emotions are intense and seem unmanageable, there is a tendency to forget how life 
would be very different if living in a part of a nation without any running water, or in 
abject poverty.  Sometimes keeping a gratitude journal is very helpful in starting down 
the path towards recognizing small everyday occurrences worthy of a moment of 
gratitude and appreciation.  No matter how bleak one’s current situation is, it could 
always be worse and it could always be better.  But it is what it is.  And it will pass. 

Emotions 
(opposite) 

Acting opposite to our current emotional state is a powerful tool to use in the moment 
when distress seems too overwhelming to bear.  Some examples of using opposite to 
emotion action include feeling tired/sluggish, but deciding to walk out of the front door 
and take a walk around the block, or feeling bored/lethargic and choosing to watch a 
funny movie or dance to your favorite song.  The idea behind opposite action is not 
only to actively shift your current affective state, but also to act as a reminder 
that all emotional states are temporary.   

Push 
Away 

This technique encourages us to visualize whatever uncomfortable emotional states we 
are experiencing as shifting.  If you are feeling small and powerless, push that image 
away by visualizing yourself getting stronger and more powerful.  If you are feeling 
anger at a particular person, visualize that person as shrinking away.  Remember that 
none of these techniques are designed to invalidate or deny your current emotional 
experience – simply to transform powerful emotions until you are in a better state of 
mind to effectively process them. 

Thoughts This is a time when moving into the world of thinking is your friend.  When emotions 
seem unbearable and overpowering, we are being controlled by what DBT terms 
“emotion mind.”  Until we are able to move into a long-term state of “wise mind,” use 
“reasonable mind” to help you move out of your intense emotional state.  Start reading 
a book (that is not emotionally evocative) and consciously shift your full attention to 
each word on the page.  Notice how consciously shifting away from emotion mind 
when in an intense affective state provides a noticeable internal shift. 

Sensations Physical sensations can provide powerful temporary distractions from intense negative 
emotional states.  This is partially why some individuals with difficulty regulating 
emotions engage in self-harm (e.g., cutting).  Use the distracting power of physical 
sensations to your advantage – not to further harm yourself.  Consciously decide to take 
a hot bath/shower, hold ice cubes in your hands, smell your favorite perfume…Notice 
how experiencing pleasant physical sensations can provide temporary peace from 
intense negative emotional states. 
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